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While these awesome RPG elements are certainly not for everyone, theyre also complemented by a
freemium mechanic: if you die during a battle, youll lose your weapon and will need to buy it back at

the very beginning of the level with in-game money. If you die on every subsequent try, youll lose
not just your weapon but all of your equipment, leaving you with but one piece of clothing. On the
next level, youll need to find a way to replace your losses. This sounds cruel, but its actually rather
intriguing to work out how far I can go with the natural progression of the game, and I found myself
making strategic decisions that were generally both entertaining and interesting. Every death and
loss is a bit of a puzzle to solve and although, like many RPG makers, the game is unlikely to give

you a detailed walkthrough of how to beat a particular level, theres enough reward in knowing that
youve done it yourself, that you will find yourself forcing yourself to keep working through even if
you have mastered the level before. If youre into shootin, youll enjoy the shooting, which is well
crafted and responsive. Its the teaming, and the atmosphere, that stick in the memory. In plain

English, its a game that makesshootin fun; but it also wears its influences well, and gives you the
impression that it isnt just a budget fan-fic of the types of classic arcade games that have

disappeared. Its also an impressive achievement, especially given the limitations of the target
platform (PS4, Xbox One and PC, and even as a PC game anyway). One issue I did encounter was

that the game tends to not buffer so well: reloading the game to the point before I died is a tedious
(and optional) nuisance that takes you out of the action, although it does give you a good idea of
how things are going. Another moment of irritation is the Game Over screen: when you can see a
soft-lockup screen for up to a minute as it opens up the War Charts and reads out numbers that

mean something, and I never do figure out whats going on.
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the after-game difficulty mode is titled hard, and here your goal is to survive in order to face off
against the final boss, a mofo of a bad hombre who is a whole horde of big, bad monsters all rolled
into one. some levels are easier than others, but this is no arcade shooter, with no time limit and

plenty of weapons to help you out. if the formula feels a little predictable here, the gaming still packs
a thrill, with one level including a series of creaky lifts connecting dungeons: while it can be baffling
at first, later levels rapidly introduce new gizmos and tactics that allow you to leap it in no time. you
find yourself in a maze, which makes sense as you progress through a series of increasingly bizarre
levels, and youll soon be shooting, stabbing and ripping the beasties apart as you find your way out.
this mode can get a little tricky, and there are some cheap tricks in there that will cost you precious

upgrades, but if you can make it through to the end it unlocks a nifty epilogue, which involves a
journey through the ark, a sprawling space station of unknown purpose that turns out to be a weirdly
dark but enjoyable sort of overworld as you find your way through to a terrifying final showdown. you

get various weapons and upgrades to help you on your way, and the level design is clever, often
forcing you to figure out the best way to approach a room before you can unlock it. theres little note
of cheese about this whole setup, but it doesnt really matter: ftls achingly lovely presentation and
the perfect blend of action-adventure and tactical combat suit a great deal of variety well, to the

point where every level feels distinct and interesting, even ones where youre simply following a set
route. and the arcade parts really make the game feel fresh, owing more to twin suns shooters and
space-opera games than the generic roguelike formula of classics like swords of ditto. 5ec8ef588b
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